Spiritual Gifts
Restriction of the Gifts
Scripture nowhere states that the gifts have ceased. In fact, we have implicit evidence that they will continue until the
future return of Christ.
Love never fails; but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away; if there are tongues, theywill cease; if
there is knowledge, it will be done away. For we know in part and we prophesy in part; but when the perfect comes,
the partial will be done away. When I was a child, I used to speak like a child, think like a child, reason like a child;
when I became a man, I did away with childish things. For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now
I know in part, but then I will know fully just as I also have been fully known. 1 Corinthians 13:8-12
When will the gifts cease? The gifts will discontinue when “the perfect comes” and we see “face to face” and “will know
fully.” When is this?
Cessationists teach that this refers to the advent of Scripture. With the canonization of the Bible, the gifts are no
longer active.
Though a common interpretation in the Christian community, this view does not represent Paul’s thought. With the
Scriptures, can we now say that we know fully and see face to face? It seems to be a much more convincing argument
that the coming of the perfect refers to the return of the Son of God. As He has not returned, the gifts have not
ceased.
Exaltation of the Gifts
Gifts are given according to the sovereign distribution of the Spirit for the purpose of edifying the body and advancing
the gospel. Unfortunately, many churches today exalt the gifts beyond their proper biblical grounds.
There are various ways this can occur. Some teach that tongues are a necessary sign of salvation, sanctification
or maturity, whereas the Scriptures explicitly deny that tongues are universally possessed by all believers
(1 Corinthians 12:27-30). Some center on the Spirit to the neglect of the Son, whereas the Spirit’s primary testimony
is to the person and work of Jesus Christ (John 15:26). Any teaching that focuses on the work of the Holy Spirit to
the relative disregard of the incarnation, ministry, crucifixion, resurrection, exaltation and future return of the Son
is dangerous and unbiblical.
Walking in the Gifts
How therefore are we to live? The Scriptures say 1) to pursue the gifts (1 Corinthians 12:31; 14:1, 39), 2) exercise
them in an orderly manner (1 Corinthians 14:40), and 3) subject them to the Word (1 Corinthians 14:37). As long as
gifts are exercised in an orderly and humble manner, subject to the Scriptures, the context of the congregation
and a spirit of love, we certainly encourage all members to pursue and practice them.
We encourage you to study more on this topic, especially the biblical passages we have included, and seek to serve
one another in love. As you do so, constantly come back to the gospel. The gifts should continually push us back to
the person and work of Jesus Christ. Where they do not do so, they are not functioning as they were intended.
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